Abstract-We present a new solution to protect the widely deployed KAD DHT against localized attacks which can take control over DHT entries. We show through measurements that the IDs distribution of the best peers found after a lookup process follows a geometric distribution. We then use this result to detect DHT attacks by comparing real peers' ID distributions to the theoretical one thanks to the Kullback-Leibler divergence. When an attack is detected, we propose countermeasures that progressively remove suspicious peers from the list of possible contacts to provide a safe DHT access. Evaluations show that our method detects the most efficient attacks with a very small falsenegative rate, while countermeasures successfully filter almost all malicious peers involved in an attack. Moreover, our solution completely fits the current design of the KAD network and introduces no network overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our previous work on the KAD DHT [2] , we highlighted two vulnerabilities that allow attackers to take control over DHT entries through distributed and localized attacks. Firstly, the possibility for peers to freely choose their KADID allows them to be placed as close as they want to any given indexed content. Secondly, to provide the best possible performances when searching for the stored contents, the routing algorithm of KAD always tries to store a published content on the closest nodes found around the related DHT entry. Combining these two properties enables few distributed peers, which choose their position in the DHT to be extremely close to a given entry, to take control over the indexation of this content by attracting all the related requests.
Such a control enables several functions which raise both privacy and security issues for users:
• Monitoring all requests emitted for a given indexed content (keyword or file) to know who is sharing it or looking for it; • Polluting a keyword with fake files or a file with fake sources to disturb the network or promote honeypots; • Eclipsing DHT entries to remove the related contents from the P2P network. Our goal is to design a defense scheme which can protect a real DHT against distributed and localized attacks. Two solutions are possible: avoiding malicious peers to freely choose their place on the DHT or detecting them before sending service requests. The first solution leads to the problematic of identity management in P2P networks against Sybil attacks. We show in Section II-C that existing solutions which strongly constrain peers' ID are not yet suitable for real applications. Moreover, changing the identity management in KAD would need deep modifications in its design and source code, breaking backward compatibility.
We present here a very efficient and innovative solution to mitigate DHT attacks. It consists in detecting DHT attacks by comparing the abnormal peers' ID distribution introduced around the targeted entry to the theoretical IDs distribution. Thanks to our solution, the fact to freely choose peers' ID is not a major weakness anymore but a way to detect abnormal behaviors. We also introduce a countermeasure preventing malicious peers to receive service requests for the target. Besides being able to detect and mitigate attacks, our solution involves no network overhead and fits all the constraints of the current KAD P2P network. This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the research works related to DHT security issues and particularly in KAD. Section III analyzes measurements of safe peers' ID distributions from the real KAD network and proposes preventive rules against attacks. Section IV describes and evaluates our solution to detect localized DHT attacks and the countermeasure to filter malicious nodes. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and outlines our future works.
II. RELATED WORK

A. The KAD DHT
KAD is a widely deployed (∼3 million concurrent on-line users) P2P network based on the Kademlia distributed hash table routing protocol [8] . It is implemented by the eMule and aMule clients, which allow users to share files on this network. Several research papers have been written about large scale monitoring of the KAD network, with either crawler based [13] or passive [9] approaches.
Each KAD node has a 128 bits "KADID" determining its position in the DHT. All routing tasks are based on the XOR metric used to evaluate the distance between two peers or between a peer and a content. The routing table is composed of groups of contacts in a binary tree so that the closer an ID is to the current node, the better its knowledge of this part of the DHT is. The Search process is used to achieve any service on the DHT and is composed of two steps. The first step aims at finding the best possible peers near a DHT entry. This routing is done in an iterative way with parallel lookups by using KADEMLIA REQ requests to discover new peers closer to the targeted address at each iteration.
When the list of the closest peers is set, the second step of the Search process sends KAD service requests to the 10 best peers found. As a file sharing application, the purpose of the KAD DHT is to index files and keywords. When a new file is shared, the raw data and all the keywords composing its name are hashed separately with a MD5 function generating a KADID for each piece of information. Those KADIDs are then published in the DHT. The peers being able to index a file or a keyword are those that are close enough to the published hash. This distance is called the "tolerance zone" of a KADID, and is set to the first common 8 bits (the most significant). However, although the theoretical tolerance zone is big (a 8 bits common prefix enables 16K nodes for a 4M peers network), the nodes returned by the DHT routing process are always much closer to the target (usually > 16 bits). The double indexing scheme allows a peer to retrieve sources for a file, given a set of keywords. To publish a file, two types of service requests are sent:
• the KADEMLIA2 PUBLISH KEY REQ requests: sent towards the hash of the keyword to link it to a file • the KADEMLIA2 PUBLISH SOURCE REQ requests:
sent towards the hash of the file to link it to a source (a peer sharing the file)
After accepting a publication request for a given resource, a peer is in charge of indexing this specific content, and answering the related search requests.
B. DHT security issues
The main well-known security issue of DHTs is the Sybil attack. As described by Douceur [5] , it consists in creating a large number of fake peers called the "Sybils", and placing them in a strategic way in the DHT to take control over a part of it. Steiner et al successfully launched this attack on KAD [14] . They injected 2 16 Sybils from a single computer in a small zone of the DHT, so that they were able to catch most of the publish and search requests for contents indexed within this zone. They also achieved more localized eclipse attacks making some keywords indexed on the Sybils disappear from the DHT. Another security threat of KAD consisted to overwrite the IP address of legitimate contacts in peers' routing table [15] . The KADID spoofing exploited at a large scale allowed attackers to partition the DHT and to do massive denials of service with few resources.
However, these two attacks were mitigated in the latest versions of KAD clients [1] . Several protection mechanisms have been introduced: 1) a protection against flooding reduces the efficiency of crawlers, 2) it is no longer possible to infect a peer's routing table with Sybils having the same or very close IP addresses (same /24 subnetwork), and 3) a threeway handshake prevents a peer to overwrite the IP address of another one in routing tables by claiming the same KADID. Classical Sybil attacks [14] on KAD which directly inject Sybils in routing tables became inefficient. Figure 1 and Table I . Additionally, to ensure that the inserted peers are found and attract all service requests, they cooperate to promote each other during the lookup process. In [2] , the proposed architecture, HAMACK, allows us to monitor, eclipse or pollute any content stored in KAD with few resources (∼ 20 nodes) while [6] proposed an efficient strategy to conduct eclipse attacks.
C. Proposed solutions
Many defense strategies described in the literature try to limit the Sybil attack. Proposed solutions are based on a strong identification of peers [4] or on a trusted central authority. In [11] , the authors propose to bound the degree of overlay nodes by anonymous auditing to limit localized attacks. However, they also rely on a central certification to limit the number of Sybils. A strong identification being not adapted to many P2P applications, other strategies are possible to limit the Sybil attack. Some solutions consider that a distributed assignment with free identifiers is possible but, in compensation, must be verified by resource consuming proofs [10] or an underlying social network [16] . The most successfully completed protection against the Sybil attack [7] uses distributed certification coupled with a social network, but no studies so far apply the protection in a real network. Without limiting the number of Sybils, [3] improved the DHT lookup process under denial of service attacks performed through massive Sybil insertions. However, the authors do not consider the issue of localized attacks on DHT entries while their solution needs significant protocol modifications.
Even if defenses against Sybil attacks have been largely investigated, the proposed solutions are only partially convenient. Each of them has drawbacks: strong constraints to be defined at the start of the DHT (social network), incompatibility with an open network (central authority), or too much overhead (crypto puzzles). No solution meets the requirements of KAD which can not rely on a managed support infrastructure and needs a full backward compatibility with older clients. Those constraints limit the possible modifications on the DHT and make the design of a defense scheme very challenging.
III. ANALYSIS OF PEERS' ID DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SAFE DHT ENTRIES
Localized attacks are very efficient on the KAD DHT because peers found during the lookup process are always sorted by distance to the target, and then requested in that order with service requests. If 10 or more peers of an attacker are found to be the closest to a DHT entry, they will attract all the requests thanks to their proximity to the target. However, managing to place several peers very close to a DHT entry has clearly visible consequences. We demonstrate that a localized attack introduces both proximity and density abnormalities in IDs distribution around its target. Therefore, to detect DHT attacks, we consider the unusual peers' ID distribution resulting from the placement of these malicious peers. The knowledge of common ID distributions and the observation of a real distribution returned by a DHT lookup allow us detect if a DHT entry is under attack, without any network overhead.
A. Theoretical IDs distribution
In KAD, like in most DHTs, the normal behavior of legitimate peers is to randomly choose their ID (128 bits KADID). If this random distribution is uniformly random, the average distance between two IDs is only defined by the number of peers in the DHT. Moreover, we can compute the number of potential peers sharing a given prefix with a target ID and infer a probability for any peer found after a lookup process to legitimately exist.
Let F be the function giving the mean number of peers sharing at least x bits with a target ID and N be the number of peers in the network. In our practical application for KAD, we consider a realistic number of 4 millions peers taking part in the DHT at the same time.
with N = 4 × 10 6 and x ∈ [1; 128]. More precisely, the theoretical prefixes (number of common bits) distribution of peers' ID around a target ID follows a geometric distribution with parameter p = 1/2:
However, even if IDs distribution is well known at the network scale, we do not know if the best contacts found during a lookup process on the DHT reflect this distribution. As a peer only has a partial view of the network through its routing table, it relies on a lookup (in KAD called Search) procedure to find the best peers on which publishing or searching contents. It is difficult to infer if the peers found after a DHT lookup are close to the best potential peers existing in the DHT (given by the random ID generation). Moreover, several parameters can affect the routing efficiency of a peer (uptime, distance to the target ID...) and need to be considered.
B. Real IDs distributions
To confront the results of the KAD lookup algorithm to the theoretical random ID distribution, we ran an experiment that consists in requesting many lookups on safe DHT entries and writing for each lookup the best contacts found. We measured these real peers' ID distributions at the end of the lookup process (just before the second step when specific service requests are sent to the 10 best contacts found). At this stage, many contacts have been found in the tolerance zone of the target but we focus our attention on the ID distribution of the 10 best peers only.
We published 100 files over 60 hours. To be sure that no attack is currently targeting our files, the two keywords composing each file name and the raw data are randomly generated. The default KAD behavior is to publish the keywords every 24 hours and the files every 5 hours resulting in approximately 1800 (12 × 100 + 3 × 200) publications on the DHT. For each publication, we monitored the contacts found by our client and computed the prefix shared between these contacts and the hash of the content to be published. Figure 2 shows that the average common prefix size of the 10 best contacts found (which receive the service requests) is between 18 bits and 19 bits which is a very good result considering the number of potential peers sharing this prefix length in a 4 million peers DHT (between 15.25 and 7.6 from Table II ). This result confirms the KAD routing efficiency since the 10 best peers found after the lookup process are nearly the 10 best peers actually existing in the DHT. Figure  2 also illustrates that the time spent in the network has no significant impact on the average common prefix of the 10 best contacts, despite the fact that the routing table consistency is improved over time. We can see a very small periodic variation of the average common prefix size. This small amplitude can be explained because KAD is mainly used in European countries and in China, the activity hours of these two regions being complementary.
We investigated several parameters potentially affecting the quality of the best found contacts. The DHT distance between the requesting peer and the target does not impact the routing efficiency. As seen in Figure 3 , the average common prefix size of the best contacts remains stable. The lookup process probably hides the advantage that could be provided by the initial routing table when peers and contents are close in the DHT. In the same way, the type of published information (keyword or file), or the type of requested services (publish or search) have no impact on the quality of the found contacts.
Finally, the most important result concerning this experiment is given in Figure 4 . For each publication, we counted TABLE II: Mean number of peers among the 10 best contacts found sharing a given common prefix size with a target the number of peers among the 10 best peers sharing a given common prefix with the target ID. It appears that, after the 17 bits prefix, the distribution exactly follows the theoretical peers' ID distribution described in the previous subsection. So, the KAD Search procedure is efficient enough to give a representative view of the closest peers possible. Above all, this result shows that the theoretical random ID distribution is sufficient to characterize the results obtained in a real lookup process. The normal behavior does not need to be described by a learning-based approach. We will rely on this strong result to detect DHT attacks. With the knowledge of the common peers' ID distribution, we first define some preventive rules to avoid the most obvious attacks. In a second phase, we present a metric that can accurately detect the remaining attacks.
C. Preventive rules
Recent Sybil attack protection mechanisms introduced in KAD [1] demonstrated that few passive rules can mitigate the simplest attacks, without significant drawbacks. With the same idea, the following protective rules applied to the lookup process make an attack more difficult to realize.
1) IP based protection:
Like the protection against Sybil attacks, we apply the same protection rules, already set to protect the routing table, to the peers found during the lookup process. Basically, for a given publication on the DHT, we forbid several hosts from the same subnetwork to be responsible for this entry. When publishing a content on the DHT, a peer must check that all the emitted replicated requests for this content will be sent to peers from different subnetworks. In this way, an architecture that would be able to catch all the requests is harder to set up. This protection aims to distribute peers in charge of a DHT entry on the IP-network scale.
2) Discarding too close nodes: A second protection consists in setting a minimum distance between the target ID and the closest responsible peers, according to the normal peer behavior. As shown previously, we can assume that legitimate peers randomly choose their ID. So, we can define a threshold beyond which closer peers become very unlikely and suspicious to attack the DHT entry. Without any protection, any peer can index a content when sharing at least 8 bits with the target ID. In other words, any peer sharing between 8 bits and 128 bits with a target ID can be selected to receive final service requests. However, peers sharing a very high common prefix (i.e. between 28 and 128 bits) are unlikely as illustrated in Figure 4 . So, we define a minimum distance between the target ID and the closest responsible peers of 28 bits, which modifies the range of the tolerance zone from [8;128] to [8;28] . The lookup process will discard any peer closer than 28 bits to the target without decreasing the DHT efficiency. Nevertheless, this protection is not sufficient as localized attacks involving many peers sharing 28 bits with the target can still manage to get all the requests.
IV. DETECTION AND PROTECTION AGAINST LOCALIZED ATTACKS
A. Detecting attacks with Kullback-Leibler divergence
To detect attacks, we compare the 10 best peers distribution to the theoretical distribution previously described. The 10 best peers are the most significant to consider: as they are selected to receive service requests, they are the root of an attack.
The major difficulty is that the few best peers constitute a too small sample size to get results from the common statistic tools comparing distributions. We first tried the chisquare and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov methods to compare IDs distributions but they are unable to give interesting results in our situation. In our case, we noticed that a metric based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence (also called G-test) gives much better results to detect an attack. In fact, it is known to be more efficient for empirical distributions with a small number of observations [12] . Given the probability distributions M and T of a discrete random variable, the K-L divergence between M and T is defined as:
We define a discrete random variable taking 11 values representing the distribution of common prefixes between 18 bits and 28 bits. T represents the theoretical geometric distribution of the IDs, with parameter 1/2. M is the prefixes distribution of the 10 best contacts found at the end of a lookup process. Table III shows the values defined for T and two distribution examples for M. To detect attacks, we do not consider IDs with a common prefix under 18 bits for two reasons. First, we showed in Table II that focusing on the 17 bits prefix or less would only permit an attacker to capture in average 1.26 out of the 10 requests, while being in competition with many legitimate peers. Second, as seen in Figure 4 , the average distribution currently observed in KAD of the best contacts follows the geometric distribution (1/2) from the 18 bits prefix. This bound can evolve to higher prefixes if the number of peers in the DHT increases (i.e. 19 bits if the number of peers doubles) or to lower if it decreases. Concerning the other bound of 28 bits prefixes, we mentioned previously why closer contacts should be filtered preventively.
The K-L divergence is a non-symmetric measure D KL (M | T ) = D KL (T | M ). In our case, comparing the divergence of T from M is more significant to detect attacks. For each common prefix between 18 and 28 bits for which peers are found (M (i) = 0), the measured distribution for this prefix is compared to the theoretical distribution and added to the global K-L divergence. Highest prefixes (with small T values) and contacts grouped on a single prefix (resulting in a high M value) generate a big increase of the divergence which is relevant to detect attacks. The K-L divergence gives the advantage to be effective with a small sampling and its incremental computation can tell which value of the distribution increases the most the divergence, what will be useful to apply precise countermeasures in case of attacks. However, the K-L divergence does not give a probability of similarity between the two distributions but a relative value. So, we have to define which value of K-L divergence indicates an attack.
B. Evaluation with simulated attacks distributions
To define a detection threshold, we computed the K-L divergence for two sets of distributions representing two situations: a lookup process for safe or attacked DHT entries. The first set of distributions is based on the results of many lookups for randomly generated data, as described in Section III. The second set of distributions is simulated to represent attacks. 1) Simulation of attacks: An attack on a DHT entry can lead to different peers'ID distributions, regarding the parameters (number of malicious peers involved, proximity to the target...) used by the attacker. Basically, an attacker must answer two questions: How many peers to insert? On which prefixes? As explained, our detection mechanism consider prefixes distribution of the 10 best peers sharing a common prefix between 18 bits and 28 bits. Because malicious peers can have a very high uptime, we consider that all inserted malicious peers are found during the lookup process. So, to simulate attacks distributions, we first initialize a distribution with, for each observed prefix size, a number of peers close to the real mean number provided by our observations. We then modify this set of peers by adding malicious peers according to different placement strategies (Table IV) and we compute the new distribution of the 10 best contacts.
In Table IV , the first line represents all attack distributions for which 5 malicious peers are inserted on a single prefix, resulting in the generation of 11 different distributions (one for each prefix between 18 and 28 bits). Regarding the different repartition of peers provided by each simulated distribution, an attack is more or less efficient and easy to detect. For example, 10 malicious peers inserted to share 28 bits with the target would easily attract requests but should also trigger our detection system. At this step, we do not consider massive insertions of malicious peers to evaluate the detection mechanism. In fact, our detection mechanism only considers prefixes distribution of the 10 closest peers found after a lookup. For example, a strategy based on 15 malicious peers distributed on three prefixes like [5 * 20; 5 * 21; 5 * 22] just appears as [5 * 21; 5 * 22] to our detection mechanism. So, we do not need to simulate all attacks inserting more than 10 malicious peers to evaluate our detection system. Nevertheless, the countermeasure described further will deal with all malicious peers.
2) Evaluation of the K-L divergence: Finally, we evaluate the K-L divergence for these two sets of distributions, to find Figure 5 shows that a K-L divergence of 0.7 is a good trade-off threshold to detect most DHT attacks with a good false-negative rate (7.95%) without detecting too many normal distributions (8.65%) as dangerous. With a closer look at our traces, we saw that the most dangerous attacks involving the insertion of 10 peers among the best are detected with a very small false-negative rate of 1.56%. Attacks involving only 5 peers are harder to detect, with a false-negative rate of 21.73%, because of their smaller impact on the IDs distribution. However, such attacks involving few peers can not manage to fully control a DHT entry. Nevertheless, the system is still able to detect the most efficient configurations. A detailed analysis reveals that we mainly loose two types of inoffensive distributions:
• Attacks only targeting the 18 bits prefix. However such attacks are not efficient because they miss many requests sent to closer peers (19 bits prefix or better) and they are resource consuming because of the competition with legitimate peers at this prefix.
• Attacks with 5 peers distributed on more than 3 prefix under 23 bits. However, such attacks distributed on several prefixes are unlikely because they must rely on the absence of legitimate peers on their highest prefixes to not be detected, and they face a high competition with legitimate peers on their lowest prefixes.
Our simulations assume that legitimate peers and attackers have the same visibility through the lookup process. However the reachability of a peer can be linked to its uptime and malicious peers can have a lower churn-rate than normal peers. Although this parameter can not be taken into consideration in our simulations, this is the basic DHT function to make any contact to be found and reachable. Even if this parameter should be considered in future real experiment, it does not call our solution into question.
In summary, effective attacks that need the insertion of many peers are fully detected while undetected attacks insert not enough peers, or too far from the target, to be dangerous. The more efficient an attack is, the easier it is to detect. Now that we can detect DHT attacks by analyzing prefixes distributions, the last part presents how a peer can protect its service requests from malicious peers when an attack is detected. Our countermeasure progressively removes peers whose prefix contributes the most to the measured K-L divergence. The procedure is described in Algorithm 1 which is executed when a distribution is detected as an attack. It provides an updated and safe contact list to send service requests. The countermeasure shares similarities with the detection mechanism: it takes place after a DHT lookup (it protects any type of service performed on the DHT) and compares the same distributions of common prefixes between 18 bits and 28 bits with the K-L divergence. Considering the first 10 best peers is sufficient to detect an attack, but not to remove all malicious contacts. The countermeasure updates and checks the 10 best peers distribution each time malicious peers are removed from the contact list. If an attacker places many peers near the target, they are progressively removed from the 10 best peers on each iteration, until the updated distribution of the 10 best peers becomes safe, or that no prefix remains with a distribution superior to the theoretical one.
If needed, remaining contacts with lower common prefixes (17 bits or less) browsed during the lookup process are selected to complete the left places among the new list of the 10 best peers, without requesting any new lookup. This progressive approach has the advantage to avoid malicious peers while preserving the less suspicious peers among the best found. In this way, the routing efficiency does not decrease much in case of false-positives.
2) Evaluation: To evaluate our countermeasure, we used the same distributions sets than previously to estimate the detection threshold. We counted the average number of contacts removed by the countermeasure for each distribution previously detected as an attack in function of a value chosen as the maximum allowed divergence. We defined 0.7 (the same value than the detection threshold) as the more relaxed maximum divergence to consider to weaken the attack. Figure  6 shows that the procedure successfully adapts the response to the number of peers inserted. The number of removed contacts matches exactly what could be expected for the different attack cases. First, looking at the distributions set of real safe publications, false-positives distributions are just slightly impacted by countermeasures, just 2 or 3 good contacts from these distributions will be removed. In the opposite, the distributions set representing attacks with 10 malicious peers is highly affected by our countermeasure, with an average deletion between 8 and 10 malicious contacts. So, our solution succeeds to mitigate the most dangerous attacks. Finally, attack strategies based on 5 peers are also severely mitigated. In average, the countermeasure deletes between 4 and 5 malicious contacts in the corresponding distribution set.
Like the detection threshold, the maximum allowed divergence is a parameter that can be balanced to avoid falsepositive distributions (with good peers) to be much affected. According to Figure 6 , we consider that a maximum allowed divergence between 0 and 0.3 is good to highly mitigate attacks. If we consider the worst case, where the countermeasure removes all contacts with a 18 bits prefix or better, the published information will still remain close to the DHT entry. In fact, from our observations of safe publications, Table V indicates that the 10 best remaining peers have, in average, common prefixes between 17 bits and 15 bits. This result is far from the minimum distance of 8 bits defined to be the tolerance zone in KAD. Besides, in the worst case, the computation cost of the countermeasure keeps being negligible with a O(1) complexity: one iteration per prefix between 18 bits and 28 bits to be removed, and for each iteration, update operations are limited to scan fixed size tables.
Finally, the whole defense scheme to protect the DHT against localized attacks is presented in Figure 7 . Our solution can be implemented in a future release of KAD clients, directly protecting them against DHT attacks, while keeping a full compatibility with older clients and ensuring the durability of the network. Moreover, our defense scheme can be applied as described with no overhead to every DHT whose lookup process is not delegated to intermediate peers, and on which stored information are replicated on several peers (a common solution to fight against churn).
3) Mitigating massive malicious peers insertions: Even if our solution mitigates localized attacks, an attacker with many resources (hundreds of IP addresses) can still manage to attract many requests for the target. First, the attacker must insert many malicious peers on each prefix between 18 bits and 28 bits to make them removed by the countermeasure. Second, the attacker must overcome the number of legitimate contacts sharing a 17 bit common prefix and less with malicious ones. Such an attack can not be directly detected through a single lookup process because those IDs are too far from the target to follow the geometric distribution. Fig. 7 : Full defense scheme applied to KAD A way to mitigate this attack, without relying on a resource consuming detection, is to stop sorting any contact found beyond a given prefix. For example, if peers sharing more than 14 bits with the target are no more sorted after the countermeasure, malicious peers will be directly in competition with hundreds of legitimate peers to attract the requests. Associated with a limitation of IP addresses, the number of distributed peers needed to to take the control of a target ID or to efficiently poison it becomes unachievable.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper our solution to protect the widely deployed KAD DHT against localized attacks. Our solution was designed with many constraints. We wanted a defense scheme which is efficient to detect and mitigate DHT attacks while returning a small false-positive rate. The other main constraint was to be suitable for a real implementation in the KAD network, by keeping the same DHT design and minimizing the overhead. The different parts of our defense scheme fit all these requirements.
First, our detection method is based on the comparison between two prefixes distributions: 1) real distributions of the 10 best contacts found by a peer before requesting a service; and 2) a theoretical distribution inferred from many observations of safe DHT lookups. In fact, as a first strong result, we highlighted the fact that the prefixes distribution of the best peers follows a geometric distribution (1/2) because of the way legitimate peers choose their ID and the great routing efficiency of KAD. We also noticed that this distribution is not impacted by the time, the type of the published data or the distance between the publishing peer and the DHT entry. Besides the theoretical distribution, the observations also lead to the design of two preventive rules. They add new constraints on the IP address and on the ID of contacts to make attacks more difficult to perform.
We then use the Kullback-Leibler divergence as an efficient metric to detect peers' ID distribution resulting from an attack. Simulations executed on a real safe distribution set and on a second set, describing different attack strategies, showed low false-positive and false-negative rates, specially for the most dangerous attacks (1.56%), for which all the most efficient strategies are detected. Effective attacks that need the insertion of many peers are fully detected while undetected attacks do not insert enough peers to be dangerous. Finally, we described and evaluated a countermeasure to mitigate the detected attacks. It is based on a progressive filtering of contacts whose prefix distribution is the most suspicious. The evaluation showed that false-positives are not highly affected by the countermeasure while nearly all malicious contacts from the different attack strategies are removed to provide a safe DHT access. While being very efficient, our solution introduces no network overhead and a negligible computation overhead when computing the K-L divergence.
Our solution can be implemented very quickly in KAD clients by only modifying few parts in the Search process. Our future works will consist in implementing and testing it against attacks on the real KAD network. Such experiments will allow us to consider complex parameters like the impact of the lower churn-rate of malicious peers which could increase their visibility. Currently, the prefixes observed to detect an attack are fixed (for 4 millions nodes), and must be updated through clients if the network size significantly fluctuates. To solve this limitation and improve the efficiency of our solution, we will consider a way to evaluate dynamically the number of on-line peers in KAD. An estimation of the network size can be obtained by analyzing the routing table of a peer or by performing several DHT lookups on random entries. Then, the estimation of the network size will allow us to define dynamically what prefixes to consider to detect attacks.
